attribute reduction has also been shown as a NP-hard problem (Komorowski et al., 1998) . Two main approaches to find a minimal attribute reduction can be categorized as discernibility functions-based and attribute dependency-based, respectively (Han et al., 2004) . These algorithms, however, suffer from intensive computations of either discernibility functions or positive regions. An alternative way to find a minimal attribute reduction is to adopt meta-heuristic algorithms, such as genetic algorithm (Wróblewski, 1995) , particle swarm optimization (Wang et al., 2007) , and ant colony algorithm (Jensen & Shen, 2003) . To our knowledge, there are rare studies about how discretization pre-processing influences attribute reduction and how one integrates these two steps into a unified framework. In this chapter, we will try to give a systematic view into this problem, and will introduce ant colony algorithm to solve it. Ant colony algorithm (Colorni et al., 1991; Dorigo et al., 1996) is a kind of meta-heuristic algorithms and has been successfully applied to solve many combinatorial optimization problems, such as travelling salesman problem Dorigo et al., 1996; Dorigo & Gambardella, 1997; Stützle & Hoos, 1997) , sequential ordering problem (Gambardella & Dorigo, 2000) , generalized assignment problem (Lourenço & Serra, 2002) , scheduling problem (Stützle, 1998; Merkle et al., 2002; Merkle & Middendorf, 2003) , network routing problem (Schoonderwoerd et al., 1996; Di Caro & Dorigo, 1998; ) , set covering problem (Hadji et al., 2000; Rahoual et al., 2002; Lessing et al., 2004) , etc. Great achievements of ant colony algorithm have attracted lots of attentions from different disciplinary researchers, and its application fields have been expanded from combinatorial optimization to continuous optimization problems, single-objective problems to multi-objective problems, static problems to dynamic problems, etc.. In this chapter, we just focus on the discrete style of ant colony algorithm, and it is reconstructed to be adapted to simultaneously solve real value attribute discretization and attribute reduction. This chapter is structured as follows. In section 2, preliminaries of rough set theory will be shortly described firstly, secondly the mathematical definition of real value attribute discretization and attribute reduction will be introduced, and then the relationship between discretization and reduction will be discussed and a unified framework will be proposed by introducing a weight parameter. The relationship between the unified framework and set covering problems will be analyzed in section 3. A detailed implementation of ant colony algorithm for simultaneously solving attribute discretization and reduction will be presented in section 4. The experimental results and discussion will be given in sections 5. Section 6 will make conclusions and provide future research directions.
Rough set theory, discretization and reducts

Preliminaries of rough set theory
In rough set theory, table, also called information system, is often used to organize sample data, where rows and columns of a table denote objects and attributes, respectively. If attributes in a table consist of conditional attributes and decision attribute, the information system will be called a decision table. The mathematical definition of an information system and a decision table can be shown as follows. Information system and decision table (Komorowski et al., 1998) : an information system is a pair ) , ( A U = , where U is a non-empty finite set of objects called a universe and A is a non-empty finite set of attributes such that 
In other words, for any two objects with different decision class, there at least exists one attribute to discern them. In this study, we assume that the decision table is consistent, if not specifically denoted. Before the discussion of attribute reduction, the notion of relative indiscernibility relation based on decision table is briefly introduced as follows. Relative indiscernibility relation: for any subset of attributes A B ⊆ , an equivalence relation called the relative B -indiscerniblity relation, denoted by
, is defined by
where 
Reduct and Discretization
In this subsection, the notions of reduct and discretization will be firstly introduced, and then the relationship between them will be discussed based on the notion of a distinction table.
An attribute B a ∈ is relative dispensable in a subset of attributes
, otherwise attribute a is relative indispensable. It means that attribute a can not influence the indiscernibility relation if it is dispensable. A reduct of decision table is a minimal set of attributes Komorowski et al., 1998) . In other words, a reduct is a minimal set of attributes from A that preserves the partitioning of the universe and hence the ability to perform classifications as the whole attribute set A does. Meanwhile, the minimal set of attributes A B ⊆ means that every attribute B a ∈ is indispensable with respect to B . Now, a formal description of the real value discretization can be presented as follows (Komorowski et al., 1998 
Using meta-heuristic algorithms for real value attribute discretization, usually one needs to identify an initial set of cuts first and then screen these cuts. In this paper, each cut in an initial set of cuts is also called candidate cut. According to the above definitions, it is concluded that both the real value attribute discretization and reduction can be defined as finding a minimal set of cuts from the initial set of cuts, and the only difference between them is the computation of objective function.
denote the number of cuts in J and the number of attributes corresponding to the set of cuts J , respectively. Consequently, a weight parameter w is introduced to balance these two objective functions, and thus both the real value attribute discretization and reduction can be further syncretised into a unified framework, which can be described as equation (1).
where the In general, the weight parameter w is dependent on a practical problem and user's preference, so it is usually determined empirically. However, the above problem can also be described as a bi-objective optimization problem, which can be further solved by multiobjective optimization methods to provide a Pareto-optimal solution set. Thus the decision maker can decide to choose one Pareto-optimal solution based on his preference and justification. In this study, we just focus on a single objective optimization problem through introducing the weight parameter w . Moreover, the costs of attributes may be different, so the objective function in equation (1) should be modified while taking account of the costs of attributes. An attribute associated with lower cost will be favored. The proposed algorithm of this study is able to deal with different costs of attributes, but we just focus on the problem with the same costs of all attributes in the case studies of this study.
Set covering problem
The set covering problem (SCP) is an NP-hard problem combinatorial optimization problem that arises in a large variety of practical applications, such as resource allocation (Revelle, et al., 1970) , airline crew scheduling (Housos & Elmoth, 1997) , and so on. In this subsection, we study the relationship between SCP and the unified problem shown as equation (1), which can help us to design a more efficient ant colony algorithm profiting from the existing different heuristic and local search methods for solving SCP. Given a zero-one matrix S with m rows and n columns, let j cost be the cost of column j ,
The th i row is said to be covered by column j if the entry ij s is equal to 1.
The problem of set covering is to find a subset of columns with a minimal cost to cover all rows, and can be formulated as equation (2), where
denotes a solution of SCP and j x denotes the th j element of the solution x indicating whether column j belongs to the solution based on the value of j x ("1", belonging while "0", not belonging).
If the distinction table DT is regarded as matrix S , the unified problem of simultaneous real value attribute discretization and reduction shown as equation (1) can be handled as SCP, whose main goal is also to find a subset of columns via a minimal objective function to cover all rows. The only minor difference between them is the definition of the objective function. Hence, the existing heuristic methods for solving SCP should be modified to be suited to solve the unified problem shown as equation (1). Now, we will reformulate the unified problem in equation (1) based on the description form of SCP, as shown in equation (3). In this study, we assume the candidate cuts belonging to the same attribute are arranged together. where L is the number of attributes; l n is the number of candidate cuts on the
is the total number of candidate cuts on the whole attributes domain, also called the number of columns; l y is the indicator whether the th l attribute is selected with regard to solution x ; m is the number of rows. In the case studies, we assume costs of all attributes to be the same. Up to now, the relationship between SCP and the unified framework is analyzed, and the similarities and differences between them are discussed. In the next section, we will propose a novel ant colony algorithm for solving the problem shown in equation (3).
Ant colony algorithm
For simultaneously solving real value attribute discretization and reduction shown as equation (3), solution construction and pheromone update are two key issues for an ant colony algorithm. In the solution construction step, heuristic information should be reasonably designed to improve the optimization efficiency. Moreover, we will also introduce a local search strategy to improve the search speed of algorithm.
Fundamental notions
In this subsection, we will introduce some notions which will be used for the description of the algorithm. Search domain, feasible domain and feasible solution: a search domain consists of n 2 solutions, where n denotes the total number of candidate cuts on the whole attributes domain; those solutions in search domain meeting the constraints of equation (3) Covered rows set and uncovered rows set:
denote the set of covered rows and that of uncovered rows by k tabu respectively. During the process of solution construction, the number of covered rows will increase, and the number of uncovered rows will decrease. The solution construction will continue until the set of uncovered rows UCRS is equal to null set. At time 0, all columns' pheromones 0 τ are set equal to 0.5.
Heuristic information: the heuristic information adopted in this study differs from that in other combinatorial optimization problems. Generally, in other combinatorial optimization problems, such as travelling salesman problem, the heuristic information is calculated before the solution construction step, while in this study, it is dynamically calculated during solution construction. 
5. Calculate the heuristic information j η defined by equation (6), using cut information and extra attribute information.
6. Nomalize the heuristic information via equation (7).
Selection probability: in the solution construction step, let ) , ( t j p k denote the selection probability of column j by the th k ant at time t , and be expressed by equation (8).
where β is a heuristic factor, which determines the relative importance of pheromone versus heuristic information. In this study, it is set equal to 2.
Solution construction
Unlike the solution construction of travelling salesman problems, where each ant must visit each city node, in this study, each ant will end the solution construction when all rows are covered by the selected column nodes. The detailed implementation of solution construction by ant k is shown as follows.
Step2 calculate the heuristic information j η based on section 4.1, where
Step3 generate a uniform random number r in [0, 1] . If the value of r is less than 0 q , the next node u is selected by equation (9); otherwise, the next node u is selected based on the probability shown as equation (8). It should be noticed that 0 q can be considered as an exploitation probability factor and is used to control how strongly an ant exploit deterministically the combined past search experience and heuristic information. By adjusting parameter 0 q , we can balance the trade-off between exploitation and biased exploration.
Step4 implement local pheromone update operation for column u by using equation (10). , is a parameter called local pheromone update strength factor. The effect of local pheromone update is to make the desirability of columns change dynamically: each time when an ant choose a column, this column becomes slightly less desirable for the other ants. Hence, this can prevent ants from converging to a common solution and help increase exploration.
Step5 determine which attribute the selected node u belongs to If this node belongs to the
, and
Step6 if UCRS is not a null set, go back to Step2; otherwise, solution construction is finished, and return a feasible solution k tabu . , and go back to Step1.
Redundant columns remove
Based on the above discussion about the redundant column removal, it should be noticed that the goal of Step4 is to decrease the number of attributes in the final solution while taking account of the costs of attributes; moreover, the goal of Step5 is conducive to creating a final decision model with smaller number of cuts on each attribute domain.
Local search
To improve the solution quality and global convergence speed, a simple local search procedure is applied after solution construction. The introduced local search consists of two phases, removing columns and adding columns. In the phase of removing columns, a number of columns determined by a user-defined parameter λ ,
, are removed from the constructed feasible solution. However it may result in the infeasibility of a new partial solution because some rows will not be covered. The parameter λ is used to control how many columns will be removed from the denotes the number of columns in set k tabu , ceil denotes a function of round an element to the nearest integer. In the phase of adding columns, firstly, a size reduction problem is constructed, which is based on the uncovered rows and the columns that could cover these rows, and then this size reduction problem is solved by a greedy algorithm based on the heuristic information discussed in subsection 4.1. The column with the largest heuristic information will be selected step by step until the all rows are covered by the selected columns. The main steps of the column adding procedure are the same as the solution construction described in subsection 4.2, and the only difference between them is the step of column selection. Therefore we just briefly introduce the implementation below. Let LLmt denotes the local search iteration number, which is set equal to 5 in this study. Step3 solve this size reduction problem by a greedy algorithm based on the dynamically calculated heuristic information. Let Step4 remove the redundant columns from
Step5 if the objective function value of ' k tabu is less than that of k tabu , set
Step6 set 1 + = t t , and if t is less than LLmt , go back to Step2; otherwise, stop the local search procedure and return k tabu .
Pheromone update
When all ants finish the solution construction procedure and the local search procedure, the operation of global pheromone update will be implemented, which includes pheromone release and pheromone evaporate. In nature, pheromone release reflects the positive feedback mechanism in ant colony algorithm; while pheromone evaporate operation follows ant biology background and helps avoid excessive pheromone drowned heuristic information to some extent. In this study, in addition to the local pheromone update operation discussed in Step4 of the solution construction in subsection 4.2, two types of global pheromone update operations (iteration-best based and global-best based) are also adopted, defined by equations (11) and (12), respectively. The global-best based pheromone update operation could make the search be concentrated around a current solution and limit the exploration of possible better ones, hence it is prone to trap into local optima; while the iteration-best based pheromone update operation could alleviate the danger of trapping into local optima but it may adversely reduce the convergence speed. Therefore, a mixed strategy, proposed by Stützle & Hoos (2000) , is adopted in this study. Moreoever, in this study, another regulating strategy for these two types of pheromone update operations is also introduced, and the probability of the implementation of iteration-best based pheromone update operation is based on a bellfunction defined by equation (13). In each iteration, if a generated uniform random number in the interval [0, 1] is less then the value of ib p , the iteration-best based pheromone update operation will be executed; otherwise, the global-best based pheromone update operation will be executed. 
where a , b and c are three parameters, specified by user. In this study, a , b and c are set equal to 3 / Lmt ( Lmt denotes the maximal iteration number), 2.5 and 0, respectively. When Lmt is set equal to 100, the curve of number of iteration vs. ib p is shown as Fig.1 . In the early stage, the value of probability ib p is relatively large, so the algorithm can benefit from stronger exploration of the search space, which can help escape from local optima and avoid the stagnation phenomenon. In the later stage, the value of probability ib p is relatively small, so the algorithm can benefit from stronger exploitation of all best solution candidates, which can be conducive to improving the convergence speed.
Framework of ant colony algorithm
In this subsection, we will briefly present the whole framework of ant colony algorithm for simultaneous real value attribute discretization and reduction as follows. 1. Determine the candidate cuts and construct distinction table based on samples. 2. Parameters setting, such as weight parameter w , exploitation probability factor 0 q , local pheromone update strength factor ξ , pheromone evaporate factor ρ , local search magnitude factor λ , number of ants ANum , and maximum iteration number Lmt . 
Experimental results and discussion
In this section, firstly, four datasets used for this study are briefly described; secondly, the effect of parameters on performance are studied and some suggestions for setting these parameters are presented; finally, the comparisons of our method with other three rough set theory based heuristic methods are provided.
Description of datasets
In this study, four datasets are used to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, one dataset is nature spearmint essence (NSE), while the other three datasets are Glass, Wine and Iris obtained from the UCI (University of California, Irvine) machine learning repository available by the link: http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html. The main characteristics of these four data sets are summarized in Table 1 . The last column shows the number of initial cuts for these four datasets. Table 1 . Four datasets used for this study
Dataset
Parameters setting in ant colony algorithm
In this subsection, we will use the NSE dataset for studying the effect of parameters on performance, and some suggestions for setting these parameters will also be presented. In this study, we focus on the four controllable parameters which affect the performance of ant colony algorithm, exploitation probability factor 0 q shown in subsection 4.2, local pheromone update strength factor ξ shown in equation (10), pheromone evaporate factor ρ shown in equations (11) and (12), and local search magnitude factor λ shown in subsection 4.4. The number of ants ANum is also an important parameter in ant colony algorithm. Dependent on the complexcity of a problem, this parameter must be sufficiently large to explore all potential solutions. In general, the larger the value of ANum , the better the final solution quality obtained by ant colony algorithm, and also the longer the execution time. Hence, the selection of number of ants should balance the trade-off between the solution quality and execution time. According to empirical studies, the value of ANum is suggested to set equal to between [5, 20] . In order to study the effect of the parameters on the performance on the NSE dataset, a base value for each parameter is arbitrarily set as:
. When tuning one parameter, the other parameters are kept as their base values. Moreover, to reduce the influence of incidental variation, the tests for each parameter are all executed 10 times independently, and both the average value of objective function and the average iteration number of the first finding of the best solution are used for evaluating the effect of each parameter on performance. However, due to the existence of random factors, the tests can only reflect to some extent the impact of the various parameters on the final results.
Exploitation probability factor
Exploitation probability factor 0 q is used to control how strongly an ant deterministically exploits the combined past search experience and heuristic information. The larger the value of 0 q , the larger the exploitation probability. Fig.2 and Fig.3 show the effect of exploitation probability factor 0 q on the average value of the objective function and the average iteration number, respectively. Fig.2 shows that the best algorithm performance when 0 q is equal to 0.4 or 0.7. Fig.3 shows that with the increase of the value of 0 q , the average iteration number decreases. The possible reason could be with the large value of 0 q , ant colony algorithm focuses on exploiting the space around the best found solution, so the convergence speed may be improved. However, a large value of 0 q may also lead to stagnation and the decrease of the probability of finding global optimum. Hence, the selection of "optimal" exploitation probability factor should balance the trade-off between exploration and exploitation performance. According to this study, the value of 0 q is suggested to set equal to between [0.4, 0.8], but it could vary in other cases. Figure 2 . Effect of exploitation probability factor 0 q on average value of objective function for the NSE dataset Figure 3 . Effect of exploitation probability factor 0 q on average iteration number for the NSE dataset
Pheromone evaporate factor
In ant colony algorithm, cooperation among ants is based on pheromone, and global pheromone update operation can help ants maintain a well coordinated pheromone mediated cooperation. Fig.4 and Fig.5 show the effect of pheromone evaporate factor ρ on the average value of objective function and the average iteration number, respectively. Fig.4 shows that the average quality of final solution is the best when ρ is equal to 0.05. On the one hand, according to equations (11) and (12), the larger the value of ρ , the more the amount of pheromone released in the best found solutions, which will attract more ants in the next iteration but probably also lead to stagnation. On the other hand, as shown in Fig.5 , a large value of ρ can enhance the amount of different pheromone between the relative better solutions and relative worse solutions, so the convergence speed can be improved. However, the final solution could be a local optimum. Extremely, if the value of ρ is set equal to 0, the cooperation among ants will disappear, which would lead to a bad performance. Balancing the trade-off between the solution quality and execution time, the value of ρ is suggested to set between [0.05, 0.2]. 
Local pheromone update strength factor
Similar to the function of pheromone evaporate factor, local pheromone update strength factor ξ also helps ants maintain a well coordinated pheromone mediated cooperation.
Local pheromone update operation helps ants choose those columns that have never been explored previously, which can prevent the ants from converging to a common premature solution. Fig.6 and Fig.7 show the effect of the local pheromone update strength factor ξ on the average value of the objective function and the average iteration number, respectively. Fig.6 shows that the best average quality of final solution is obtained at ξ being 0.01 or 0.1, and Fig.7 shows the least average iteration number when ξ is equal to 0.05. In general, the local pheromone update operation just changes the desirability of columns for following ants, which can be conducive to increasing exploration. The larger the value of ξ , the more likely the probability for the system pheromone to go back to the initial level. Although it can enhance the exploration performance, it also weakens the pheromone level released by previous ants and leads to a lower convergence speed. Hence, we should reasonably select the value of ξ to balance the trade-off between exploration and convergence speed. The value of ξ is suggested to set between [0.05, 0.2] for this study. 
Local search magnitude factor
Local search operation usually can improve both the final solution quality and the speed of finding the best solution. Local search magnitude factor λ plays an important role in determining neighbourhood magnitude of a current solution. The larger the value of λ , the larger the neighbourhood magnitude. However, due to a limited iteration number of local search, a large value of λ could decrease the probability of finding a better solution in the neighbourhood area of the current solution. Fig.8 and Fig.9 show the effect of local search magnitude factor λ on the average value of the objective function and the average iteration number, respectively. Fig.8 shows that the best average quality of final solutions is obtained at λ being 0.3. As shown in Fig.9 , with the increase of the value of λ , the average iteration 
Performance comparison
In this subsection, the other three rough set theory based heuristic methods are used for performance comparison with ant colony algorithm. These three methods include greedy method (Nguyen & Skowron, 1995) , modified greedy method, and attribute importance based method (Hou et al., 2000) . All of these three methods are deterministic methods, so their obtained results are unique for a given problem. The parameters setting for ant colony algorithm is shown as follows:
, and 100 = Lmt . To reduce the influence of incidental variation, the tests for each dataset are all executed 10 times independently. For performance comparison, on the one hand, we will provide the attribute numbers AttrNum and cut numbers CutNum obtained by these four methods; on the other hand, by introducing the weight parameter, we will give an exponential weighted value EWV , where Table 2 shows the performance comparison of four methods for the NSE, Glass, Wine and Iris datasets, where the weight parameter w is set equal to 0.5 for computing exponential weighted value. It can be seen from Table 2 that (1) the attribute numbers obtained by ant colony algorithm are remarkably less than those obtained by greedy method and modified greedy method for all the four datasets, (2) although ant colony algorithm yields a little more cuts than the greedy method and modified greedy method for the NSE and Glass datasets, the cut numbers generated by ant colony algorithm are less than or equal to those obtained by these two methods for the Wine and Iris datasets, (3) the cut numbers obtained by ant colony algorithm are remarkably less than those obtained by attribute importance based method for the NSE, Glass and Wine datasets, and (4) although ant colony algorithm requires a little more attributes than the attribute importance based method for the Wine dataset, the attribute numbers obtained by ant colony algorithm are less than or equal to those obtained by that method for the NSE, Glass, and Iris datasets. These superiorities of ant colony algorithm could be supported by the fact that both greedy method and modified greedy method more focus on finding the minimal number of cuts while attribute importance based method more focus on finding the minimal number of attributes. Different from them, ant colony algorithm can simultaneously consider both objectives, minimal numbers of cuts and attributes. It can also be seen from Table 2 that the exponential weighted value EWV obtained by ant colony algorithm is better than those obtained by the other three methods for the NSE, Glass and Wine datasets; and for the Iris dataset, the exponential weighted value EWV obtained by ant colony algorithm and attribute importance based method both rank top 1. Moreover, in our experiments, the standard deviations of these three metrics in 10 runs are very close to 0 for all the four datasets, which illustrates the stability of the ant colony algorithm. Fig.10 shows the exponential weighted values of the four methods for the NSE dataset with different weight parameters. Through changing the relative importance between the cut number and the attribute number by employing the weight parameter w , ant colony algorithm can easily find the optimal cut and attribute numbers, whose corresponding exponential weighted value is better than those obtained by the other three methods. Hence, from a balanced choice of optimal attributes and cuts, ant colony algorithm outperforms the other three methods. 
Methods
Metrics
Conclusions
In this study, ant colony algorithm is proposed for simultaneous real value attributes discretization and reduction. Based on the concept of distinction table in rough set theory, the relationship between discretization and reduction is discussed, and these two different problems can be integrated into a unified framework. Moreover, the relationship between this unified framework and set covering problem is analyzed. The detailed strategy for ant colony algorithm to solve this problem is proposed and applied to the four datasets. The obtained results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, showing the better performance than those of the other three rough set theory based heuristic methods. However, this is a preliminary study, because we only considered the pre-processing step for pattern classification, and how this pre-processing step influences the final classification prediction performance has not been studied. Hence in the future research direction, we will focus on improving the performance of ant colony algorithm including global convergence performance and convergence speed and apply these proposed methods to problems with mass data. Meanwhile, we will combine the present method with any classification methods, such as rough set theory, decision tree, support vector machine, etc., for practical pattern classification problems.
In the era globalisation the emerging technologies are governing engineering industries to a multifaceted state.
The escalating complexity has demanded researchers to find the possible ways of easing the solution of the problems. This has motivated the researchers to grasp ideas from the nature and implant it in the engineering sciences. This way of thinking led to emergence of many biologically inspired algorithms that have proven to be efficient in handling the computationally complex problems with competence such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), etc. Motivated by the capability of the biologically inspired algorithms the present book on "Swarm Intelligence: Focus on Ant and Particle Swarm Optimization" aims to present recent developments and applications concerning optimization with swarm intelligence techniques. The papers selected for this book comprise a cross-section of topics that reflect a variety of perspectives and disciplinary backgrounds. In addition to the introduction of new concepts of swarm intelligence, this book also presented some selected representative case studies covering power plant maintenance scheduling; geotechnical engineering; design and machining tolerances; layout problems; manufacturing process plan; job-shop scheduling; structural design; environmental dispatching problems; wireless communication; water distribution systems; multi-plant supply chain; fault diagnosis of airplane engines; and process scheduling. I believe these 27 chapters presented in this book adequately reflect these topics.
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